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Abstract: This study aims at examining the
epistemological beliefs of undergraduates in the
colleges of Education at Jordanian universities. It
also investigates the presence of significant
differences in these beliefs with the changes of level,
gender and university.

The researcher has modified the Epistemological
Beliefs Questionnaire of Schommer, which consists
of 66 items divided into five domains: quick learning,
certain knowledge, Omniscient authority, innate
ability and simple knowledge. The validity of the
questionnaire has been substantiated by submitting it
to a set of experts. Reliability is ensured by using test-
retest method.

To answer the questions of the study, means and
standard deviations of students` scores on each
domain of the questionnaire and on the whole
questionnaire were inspected. After that both
MANOVA and ANOVA tests were conducted to find
out the effects of the independent variables on each
domain of the questionnaire and on the whole
questionnaire.

The results of analysis indicated that:

*The epistemological beliefs of the students were
half way between naïve and more developed

*There were significant differences due in
epistemological beliefs to gender and academic level
but not due to the university. Concerning gender,
there were differences on the first domain (quick
learning) in favor of females. On the fourth domain

(innate knowledge) the differences were in favor of
males.

Concerning the academic level there were
significant differences on the first domain

(Quick learning) and it appeared that 1st, 2nd and
3rd year students were less simplistic than 4th year
students and showed clear development. There were
also significant differences on the third domain
(Omniscient authority) as indicated by the fact that
1st and 2nd year students had more complicated
beliefs in the Omniscient authority of knowledge than
3rd and 4th year students. On the whole instrument
there were significant differences due to the academic
level indicating that 1st and 2nd year students had
more epistemological development than 4th year
students. There were no significant differences due to
gender and university.

Keywords: epistemological beliefs, quick learning,
certain knowledge, Omniscient authority, innate
ability and simple knowledge.

I. INTRODUCTION

pistemological beliefs occupy the attention of
researchers since the late eighties; however, no
common definition of this term has been

reached yet. According to Hofer [2] ,the
Epistemological beliefs refer to the concepts of
individuals about the nature of knowledge and the
nature of the learning process, and reflects the
viewpoint of the individual about what and how
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knowledge can be acquired and the degree of
certainty, determinants and criteria used to determine
and define knowledge. Also it works towards
facilitating the changes in process of learning and
teaching and improving it in the attitudes of teacher
training.

Therefore, educators have tried through this
belief to study how the students gain knowledge, and
how the nature of knowledge relates to their learning,
and how student’s epistemological beliefs give the
notes for the classroom teaching in specific areas and
courses. The epistemological beliefs studied for the
first time by William Perry[7], his longitudinal study,
which depends on studying these beliefs have shown
more sophisticated techniques, where Perry classify
these beliefs in four dimensions, namely: (Dualism -
Multiples- Relativism - commitment).

According to Perry, individuals who have dual
ideas about the nature of knowledge believe that the
facts are absolute "right or wrong". It is transferred to
the individual by an expert or authoritarian hand. On
the side, Individuals who are aware of knowledge in a
poly- manner see that there are, in addition to the
existence of absolute truths, also things that cannot be
known with great accuracy. They believe that
knowledge consists of personal opinions and absolute
truths. Their main reliance is on personal opinions.
They rarely depend upon authoritarian.

The third position which forms a major shift in

Epistemological Beliefs is the position of individuals
who have relative ideas. This is because the
individuals consider that generating knowledge is
personal. Absolute truths cannot exist because the

truth is considered to be something relative in the
interpretations of an individual's personal experiences
and the experiences that he passed.

Individuals, who perceive knowledge in a
commitment manner, see that in addition to the
presence of relative thinking there are certain specific
beliefs that are more valuable than others and adhered
to in a flexible manner.

Epistemological beliefs have been criticized for
that they develop in stages of a single dimension and
methodology. Therefore, Schommer [8[ noticed that
these beliefs are more than a group with one-
dimension. She then worked on the description of
these beliefs as in the following:

• Quick learning (believing in swiftly in learning).

• Certain Knowledge (believing in certainty of
knowledge).

• Omniscient authority (believing in the source of
knowledge)

• Innate Ability (believing firmly of knowledge).

• Simple Knowledge (the belief of structure of
knowledge).

Most of Epistemological beliefs range from
simple ideas to complex ideas. The simple ideas
contain the beliefs that truth is certain and Omniscient
and transferable by the Authority. The complex ideas
are those which refer to beliefs that the truth is
relative and changeable and could be built actively by
the individual. Schommer[10] tried to understand the
Epistemological beliefs. She realized that
sophisticated learners in thinking may believe that
there is a large amount of developable knowledge and
there is another knowledge that should be explored
and a small amount of knowledge is immutable. She
also realized that simple-minded learners might
believe that a great amount of information is certain,
some information should be explored and a small
amount of information is subject to change.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES:

A wide range of researchers assume that students
go through stages of development in Epistemological
beliefs. The beliefs develop with the development of
educational level. They are affected by educational
programs in each level. In addition, researchers
indicate the importance of these beliefs in some
educational situations and their impact on individuals
dealing with learning and teaching in different
contexts.

This research investigates the validity of these
assumptions within the undergraduates of faculty of
Education at Jordanian universities. It identifies the
level of Epistemological beliefs of the students, and
examines the existence of difference in the beliefs of
students about the nature of knowledge with the
difference in student’s gender and university. The
researcher applies this study on a sample of students
of Faculty of Education at the Jordanian universities.
Then, the purpose of this study is to identify the level
of Epistemological beliefs for the students of the
Faculty of Education at the Jordanian universities in
various specializations. The study attempts to answer
the following questions:

-What is the level of Epistemological beliefs in
undergraduate student of the Faculty of Education at
the Jordanian universities?

-Are there statistical significant differences at
the level α≥0.05, in epistemological beliefs for
undergraduate students of the Faculty of Education at
the Jordanian universities in the light of the difference
(level of education) (university) (gender).

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

The importance of epistemological beliefs
appears in its impact upon the beliefs that are related
to learning and teaching in some cases and on the way
the individual deals with learning and teaching in
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certain cases. This is important to the individuals
who prepare teachers and desire to help students in
developing accumulating thoughts about teaching and
learning. In addition, the students’ epistemological
beliefs appears at the levels of knowledge
participation in classroom academic assignments
particularly when the students are keen to continue
that assignments. Concerned studies show that
academic performance of students is affected by their
beliefs about the nature of knowledge.

SCOPE AND LIMITATION

This research is limited to the students of only
two universities in Jordan namely yarmouk and
Jordanian. This was because of time and financial
constraints.

PREVIOUS STUDIES

Schommer conducted a study aimed to identify the
development of secondary students' beliefs about the
nature of knowledge and learning, or epistemological
beliefs, and the influence that these beliefs have on
academic performance. An epistemological
questionnaire that assesses students' beliefs about
simple knowledge, certain knowledge, quick learning,
and innate ability to learn was modified and
administered to more than 1,000 high school students.
Factor analysis of students' responses replicated the
factor structure found in previous research.
Differences in epistemological beliefs among students
across the high school years and between genders
were examined. Belief in simple knowledge, certain
knowledge, and quick learning decreased from
freshman to senior year. Girls were less likely to
believe in quick learning and innate ability. Students'
GPA was regressed on epistemological factors. The
less students believed in quick learning, the higher the
GPA they earned [9].

Jehng, Jihn-chang J.; Johnson, Scott D.; Anderson
and Richard C, also Examined Epistemological
beliefs(EBs) among a sample of university students in
the graduate and undergraduate as a function of their
educational level and field of study. results has shown
that EBs could be represented in terms of 5 factors:
quick learning omniscient authority, certainty of
knowledge, Simple Knowledge, and innate ability. Ss
in "soft" fields had a stronger tendency to believe that
knowledge was uncertain, were more reliant on their
independent reasoning ability, and had a stronger
feeling that learning was not an orderly process than
Ss in "hard" fields. Graduate students' EBs differed
from those of undergraduates. Ss' EBs about learning
is a product of the activity, the culture, and the
context in which they were cultivated [1].

Schommer and Dunnel had conducted a study
aimed to identify the Epistemological beliefs for
gifted students in secondary schools and how these
beliefs relate to problem solving and academic
performance. Sixty-nine gifted high school students
first completed an epistemological questionnaire and
then wrote solutions to dilemmas presented in the
form of Dear Abby letters. Descriptive statistics
revealed substantial variability in students'
epistemological beliefs. Regression analyses
indicated that the more students believed that the
ability to learn is fixed at birth, that learning is quick
or not-at-all, and that knowledge is unchanging, the
more likely they wrote over simplistic and unalterable
solutions. Analysis of variance indicated that students
performing below academic expectations were more
likely to believe that the ability to learn is fixed at
birth [11].

Michael and Charles examined the differences in
the epistemological beliefs of college students across
major fields of study. Beliefs in fixed ability, simple
knowledge, quick learning, and certain knowledge
were assessed for 290 students attending a large
urban public university. Major fields of study were
classified in domains of study according to the hard-
soft and pure-applied dimensions of Biglan''s well-
known classification of academic fields. Additional
analyses examined the effects of gender, age, year in
college, and GPA. Results indicated that students
majoring in pure fields were less likely than those in
applied fields to hold naive beliefs in simple
knowledge, quick learning, and certain knowledge,
and students majoring in soft or pure fields were less
likely than others to hold naive beliefs in certain
knowledge. Gender, age, and GPA were also related
to students'' beliefs. The results of this study suggest
that students'' beliefs about the nature of knowledge
and learning are related to the disciplinary contexts in
which students select and experience their specialized
coursework in college [5].

Francisco conducted a study to analyses the
change in epistemological beliefs and learning
approaches in secondary students as they progress
through their studies. The second aim is to examine
the effects of epistemological beliefs on learning
approaches, and learning approaches on academic
performance. The sample consisted of 1,600 Spanish
students; boys and girls, from several secondary
schools took part in the study. They were between 12
and 20 years old and their average age was 14.79
years. The results showed that it is throughout
secondary education epistemological beliefs undergo
change, becoming more realistic and complex, and
deep-approach scores decline significantly. It was
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shown that, as predicted, epistemological beliefs
influenced academic achievement directly and also
indirectly via students' learning approaches [1].

Paulsen and Feldman examined the conditional
and interaction effects of each of four dimensions of
the epistemological beliefs of college students on six
measures of the motivational components of self-
regulated learning strategies (intrinsic goal
orientations, extrinsic goal orientation, task value,
self-efficacy, control of learning and test anxiety). the
sample has been selected of (502) student at the
University Urban, (61%) of female students, and
(39%) of male students The results indicated that
Students with more sophisticated beliefs about the
nature of knowledge and learning were more likely
than their peers to use educationally productive
motivational strategies in their learning. Beliefs about
one’s ability to learn and the structure of knowledge
had the most significant and substantial effects on
students’ use of self-regulated motivational strategies.
Although a student’s belief about the stability of
knowledge by itself had a statistically significant
effect on only one motivational strategy, this belief
did have four statistically significant interaction
effects with beliefs about ability to learn and the
structure of knowledge. Implications of these findings
for theory, research, policy and practice are examined
[6].

Lvar and Helge conducted a study to examine
of epistemological beliefs and implicit theories of
intelligence to students' adoption of mastery,
performance-approach and performance-avoidance
goals in two different academic contexts, business
administration and teacher education, in the short as
well as the long term. The results showed that
epistemological beliefs about the speed of knowledge
acquisition predicted achievement goals. Students
who believed that learning occurs quickly or not at all
were less likely to adopt mastery goals and more
likely to adopt performance-avoidance goals. In
addition, students who believed in stable and given
knowledge were less likely to adopt mastery goals.
Differences in predictive patterns across the two
contexts concerned the prediction of performance-
approach goals and gender differences in goal
adoption. Epistemological beliefs played a more
important role in goal adoption than implicit theories

of-intelligence.[4]

II. METHODOLOGY

Quantitative is used based on research
questionnaire. The researcher has developed the
questionnaire of epistemological belief to adapt to
Jordanian context through referring to concerned
experts in Jordanian universities. A pilot survey was
carried out in order to make adjustments. The survey
was planned to cover 5% of the faculty students.

A Research subjects:

The community study is chosen from all
undergraduate students in the Faculty of Education,
Jordanian universities. Number of students studying
in the Faculty of Education at the Jordanian
universities reaches (6145) students (1327) male
(4818) female. The sample consisted of (1327)
students (233) male, (1094) female. the researcher
randomly selected the research sample out of this
community.

B. Data analysis:

In data analysis, average and MNOVA and
ANOVA are used to examine the existence of
differences in episostimological beliefs of
undergraduates at faculty of education with the
differences in specialization, gender and educational
level. In addition, Tukey instrument is used to know
wither there is development in student’s beliefs or not
according to their educational levels.

C. Instrumentation:

Researcher used Schommer scale for
Epistemological beliefs (Epistemological
Questionnaire) which consists of (66) paragraphs
distributed in five dimensions, namely: (Quick
Learning, knowledge, Certain Knowledge,
Omniscient authority, innate ability, simple
knowledge).

III. RESULT

The researcher calculated the arithmetic mean
and standard deviation for dimensions from the study
dimensions as it is shown in Table 1

Table 1 Arithmetic means and standard deviation
of study sample.
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Table 1 shows that the students belief in the
(Quick learning) (Certain knowledge) (Omniscient
authority) has scored an arithmetic mean ranges
between (2.90 to 2.64) While the arithmetic mean for
(innate ability) and (Simple knowledge) range from
(2.43 to 2.32)

The researcher also calculated the arithmetic
mean and standard deviation for the study dimensions
with the changes in the study variables as it is shown in
Table 2.

Table 2 the arithmetic mean and standard deviation for the study dimensions with the changes in the study
variables

Simple
knowledge

innate
ability

Omniscient
authority

Certain
knowledge

Quick
learning

StatisticalLevels
Independent
variable

2.4222.3572.8862.6172.614arithmetic mean

0.3730.3630.4650.4530.397standard deviationMale

233233233233233The number

2.4282.3072.9082.6412.702arithmetic meangender

0.3370.3290.4010.4150.377standard deviationFemale

10941094109410941094The number

2.4272.3152.9042.6362.686arithmetic mean

0.3430.3360.4130.4220.382standard deviationTotal

13271327132713271327The number

2.4252.2962.9112.6362.696arithmetic meanJordanian

0.3420.3410.3930.4110.410standard deviation

627627627627627The number

2.4292.3332.8982.6372.678arithmetic meanuniversity

0.3440.3300.4310.4320.355standard deviationyarmuk

700700700700700The number

2.4272.3152.9042.6362.686arithmetic mean

0.3430.3360.4130.4220.382standard deviationTotal

13271327132713271327The number

2.4132.3272.9692.6482.735arithmetic mean

0.3290.3250.4080.4060.368standard deviation

305305305305305The numberFirst

2.4452.3352.9522.6572.722arithmetic mean

0.3140.3500.3980.3950.373standard deviationSecond

2.4262.3092.8702.6552.689arithmetic mean

0.3580.3300.4240.4280.378standard deviationThird

415415415415415The numberLevel

2.4262.2962.8422.5822.604arithmetic meanof

0.3620.3420.4050.4490.397standard deviationFourthStudy

317317317317317The number

2.4272.3152.9042.6362.686arithmetic mean

0.3430.3360.4130.4220.382standard deviationTotal

13271327132713271327The number

sdmDimensions

.412.90
Quick learning

.382.68Certain knowledge

.422.63Omniscient authority

.342.42innate ability

.332.31Simple knowledge

.262.55Epistemological beliefs
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Table 2 shows the existence of statistical
differences between the arithmetic means of
the study instrument with the changes in the
study variables. In order to examine the

significance of these statistical differences,
the researcher used MANOVA analysis as it
is shown in Table 3

Table3 MANOVA analysis for the study dimensions with the changes in the study variables

Table 3 shows that there is no statistically
significant difference in epistemological belief
attributed to the variable of university, while there
is a statistically significant difference attributed to
the variable of Gender in the (Quick learning) The
arithmetic mean of the females (2.70), while
males (2.61) . Also found a statistically significant
(innate ability) for males reaching arithmetic
mean (2.35), while the arithmetic mean of the
females (2.30).

The value of welks’lambda testing (.965) it is
the value statistical significant at the level α≥0.05.
Proved the existence of statistically significant

difference in quick learning and Omniscient
authority which can be attributed to level of
study. In order to identify the study level that
was behind this difference, the researcher used
Tukey test for comparisons of (quick learning)
and (Omniscient authority) this is shown in
table 4

p-value
MANOVA
analysis e

p-
value

fmsdfss
Dimensions of

dependent variable

Source
of

variance

hotiliystrace0.006*7.6201.09111.091Quick learning

gender

0.0150.6010.2740.04910.049Certain knowledge

0.001*0.6530.2020.03410.034Omniscient authority

0.036*4.3870.49210.492innate ability

0.8090.0580.00710.007Simple knowledge

hotiliystrace0.5820.3030.04310.043Quick learning

universit
y

0.0050.8530.0350.00610.006Certain knowledge

0.2390.6790.1720.02910.029Omniscient authority

0.0444.0700.45710.457innate ability

0.7830.0760.00910.009Simple knowledge

Welks’lambda0.000*6.6260.94832.845Quick learning

Level of
study

0.9650.0802.2570.40131.203Certain knowledge

0.000*0.000*7.1311.20133.603Omniscient authority

0.3341.1340.12730.382innate ability

0.7050.4670.05530.165Simple knowledge

0.1431321189.061Quick learning

Error
variance

0.1781321234.822Certain knowledge

0.1681321222.446Omniscient authority

0.1121321148.273innate ability

0.1181321155.842Simple knowledge

1326193.451Quick learning

total

1326236.136Certain knowledge

1326226.190Omniscient authority

1326149.545innate ability

1326156.017Simple knowledge
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Table4 Comparisons of (quick learning) and
(Omniscient authority) by using Tukey test

Level of study

fourththirdsecondfirst

2.6042.6892.7222.735
Arithmeti

c mean
Level of

study
Quic

k
learn

ing

0.131*2.735first

0.118*2.722second

0.085*2.689third

2.604fourth

2.8422.872.952.97
Arithmeti

c mean
Level of

study
Omn
iscie

nt
autho

rity

0.127*0.100*2.969first

0.110*0.082*2.952second

2.870third

2.842fourth

It is seen from Table 4 that there is statistically
significant difference in (Omniscient authority) in
favor of the first, second and third year compared to
the fourth year. In addition, it is seen there is
statistically significant difference in favor of the first
and second year compared to the third and fourth year
the researcher also calculated the arithmetic mean and
standard deviation for the study instrument with the
changes in the study variables as it is shown in Table
5

Table 5 Arithmetic mean and standard deviation
for the study instrument with the changes in the study
variables

Standard deviationArithmetic meanLevel of
study

GenderGender

totalFemaleMaletotalFemaleMale
universi

ty
.23
.23
.28
.30
.26

.24

.23

.27

.26

.25

.14

.20

.32

.39

.30

2.58
2.58
2.53
2.51
2.55

2.58
2.57
2.54
2.54
2.56

2.59
2.62
2.48
2.41
2.51

First
Second
Third
fourth
Total

Jordani
an

.25

.62

.26

.26

.26

.23

.26

.27

.25

.25

.36

.27

.22

.29

.28

2.56
2.58
2.56
2.52
2.55

2.57
2.58
2.54
2.53
2.55

2.50
2.59
2.64
2.50
2.56

First
Second
Third
fourth

Total

yarmou
k

.24

.24

.27

.28
.260

.24

.24

.27

.26

.25

.25

.25

.27

.33

.29

2.57
2.58
2.55
2.51
2.55

2.57
2.57
2.54
2.53
2.55

2.55
2.60
2.58
2.46
2.54

First
Second
Third
fourth
Total

Total

Table 5 shows the existence of statistical differences
between the arithmetic means of the study instrument
with the changes in the study variables. In order to
examine the significance of these statistical

differences, the researcher used the Three-way
analysis of variance as it is shown in Table 6

Table 6 Three-way analysis of variance for the
study instrument with the changes in the study
variables

It is seen from Table 6 that there is no statistically
significant difference in study instrument for variable
(gender and university). While there is statistically
significant difference for variable (level of study) . In
order to identify the study level that was behind this
difference, the researcher used Tukey test for
comparisons, as it is shown in Table 7

Table 7 Comparisons on the study instrument for level
of study by using Tukey test

level of study

fourththirdsecondfirst

2.51972.55212.58252.5744
Arithmeti

c mean
level of
study

5.467E-02*2.5744first

6.280E-02*2.5825second

2.5521third

2.5197fourth

It is seen from Table 6 that there is statistically
significant difference in study instrument in favor of
the first, second and year compared to the fourth year

IV. DISCUSSION

The outcome of the study shows that the arithmetic
means of the students’ respondents related to quick
learning, certain knowledge and Omniscient authority
has reached 2.68, 2.63 and 2.9 respectively. These means
are moderate. As for the quick learning, the moderate
mean can be attributed to absence of fixed criteria for
learning method among the students. The respondents are
sometimes concerned and concentrate on main ideas
which, according the students, carry the most
importance. While, the same individuals see that some
issues don not require concentration which is concede
red by them a pure waste of time.

p-
value

fdfMean of
square

Sum of
square

Source of
variance

.672

.644

.016

.179

.214
3.433

1
1
3

132
1

132
6

1.255E-
02

1.497E-
02

.720

.240
6.990E-

02

1.255E-02
1.497E-02

.720
92.337
93.094

gender
university
Level of

study
Error

variance
total
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The moderate mean of the certain knowledge can
be considered logic when the student’s environment
is taken into account. Some issues to the students are
changing while some other issues to them are
unchangeable.

The moderate mean of the Omniscient authority
can be attributed to the education system and
educational process which are not built up on solid
bases. Some lecturers dictate the information to the
students leaving them with no chance to prove oneself
or to express own thoughts or to search and be a
producer rather than just a listener. Others direct their
students to search and read without limiting the
students to a specific set of information.

The outcome of the research also shows the
presence of simple beliefs regarding net ability and
simple knowledge. This can be attributed to the
weakness in directing the students by educational
institutions which do not improve the student’s ability
to deal with difficult issues. In addition, it has been
found that there are statistically significant
differences in the arithmetic means of the quick
learning in favor of female students. Female students’
fond of education subjects, their efforts to understand
the subjects efficiently and their hard working can
explain this result.

The significant differences favored male students
in the arithmetic means related to net ability. Males
usually face more complicated circumstances than
males and this consequently push them to search and
investigation

Using Tukey Test shows that the first, second
and third year students’ level in quick learning is
higher than that of the forth year students. In fact, the
student finds more freedom in the university
environment than what he experienced in secondary
education. Instead of utilizing this freedom in leaning
the students gives more importance to entertainment.
This tendency increases with the increase in the
number of years the student spends at the university.

By using Tukey Test it has been found that the
first and second yea students have more complicated

beliefs related to absolute authority than that of the
third and forth year students.

This can be attributed to the fact that the majority
of the educational and learning programmers provide
the students with ready made knowledge and mainly
concentrate on limiting the students into the study
plans and the decided courses. On the other hand, the
lecturers are very keen to have the supremacy over
the students and not to accept the others opinions.
This is no doubt contradicting with the development
of epistemological beliefs which call for innovation.
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